[Gastric cancer in the elderly].
Gastric cancer in the elderly was evaluated with regard to age-related pathomorphological changes. Resected gastric cancer was studied with regard to location, stage, morphology and histology in male young old (65-74 years old) which were 25 cases and 31 lesions, respectively male middle old (75-84 years old); 104 cases and 120 lesions, male very old (85 years-); 96 cases and 110 lesions, female young old; 22 cases and 31 lesions, female middle old; 91 cases and 106 lesions, female very old; 51 cases and 55 lesions. Multiple gastric cancers were more frequent in female older group. In early cancer the frequency of elevated type increased significantly and that of depressed type decreased in very old group. In advanced cancer Borrmann I type was not so common in very old group. Histologically the frequency of signet ring cell cancer decreased and of tubular adenocarcinoma and of papillary adenocarcinoma increased significantly in female very old group. Hepatic metastasis increased significantly in male very old group. Lymph node metastasis and peritoneal metastasis did not show any change in age-related frequency.